Abstract. This page proposed a vending machine simulation system which used MCU AT89S52 as the core. In this paper，The design process, hardware selection and software design process of the vending machine system are introduced in detail, and expounds the basic principles of design. The system can be realized automatic control process of the vending machine, simulated insert coins and choice of goods by using a 4 x 4 matrix keyboard key, displayed goods selected number and the number of currencies by using LCD1602. The system has very high use value with the advantages of simple design.
Design
(1)This vending machine can sell three commodities including water, G-tea and coffee. (2) After the customer inserted the coin (banknote) in 1Yuan, 5 Yuan or 10 Yuan (by pressing the button for simulation), the LCD1602 will display the coin (banknote) amount accordingly.
(3Once the coin (banknote) was enough, the machine will deliver the commodity automatically (the delivered commodity shall be simulated with different indicator lights), meanwhile return the change accordingly, the change amount will be displayed by LCD1602.
(4) it's assumed that there's no limit on both the commodity inventory and change; (5)The customer can only buy one commodity at a time, further needs for other commodities may need the repeated operation accordingly.
Design Principle and Scheme Selection

The Working Principle of Vending Machine
(1)To insert the money into slot, then the sensor will collect the data and the identifier will judge whether the money was fake and the matching amount;
(2)The identifier will transfer the information and data to the communication module.
The communication module will communicate with the main control system of vending machine, the main control system then displays the money amount, to start the panel button on the vending machine, showing which channel contains the commodity and which one is empty, then waiting for customers choice through pressing button; (4)After the customer selected the commodity, the vending machine will deliver the commodity automatically for pick-up.
(5)To show the balance amount, if the balance amount was enough, the customer can also select to get the change or continue buying commodity; if the balance amount was not enough, the vending machine will return the change after a while. The returned change can be delivered in two types: the one is the bank note sent by the identifier; another one is the coin returned by coin communication module.
Hardware Circuit
In this paper, the designed vending machine has total 16 buttons arranged in 4x4 matrix formnamed as 1 to 16 from the left to the right side, and one LCD1602 display, 4 LED lights and warning system. Thereinto, button no. 1-3 are used to simulate the inserted 1 Yuan, 5 Yuan and 10 Yuan currency respectively, button no. 5-7 are used to simulate the selected commodity as water, G-tea and coffee respectively, button no. 9-11 are the multi-choice button, to represent purchasing 2, 3 or 4 commodities at one time. Button no. 4, 8, 12, 16 are the function buttons, to represent starting use, cancellation, return money and confirming respectively. The remained 3 buttons are used to adjust commodity price, thereinto, button no.15 means to start the price adjustment, 4and button no. 13 and 14 represent adding one item or reducing one item respectively.
The Introduction for Main Components
In this design, the central control component used AT89S52 of the series MCS-52 SCM. AT89S52 is the 8-digit CMOS micro controller with lower energy consumption and high performance, it has the 8K in-system programmable flash memory, manufactured with the high density nonvolatile memory technology of Atmel company, compatible with the industrial 90C51 product instruction and pins completely. Its flash on the chip can allow in-system programming of program memory, and it can also applicable for conventional programmer.
The Design for Control System of Vending Machine
Hardware System Design
(1)The design of determinant button modules As above mentioned, the P1 port of AT89S52 connects with total 16 buttons in 4x4 determinant. At the first line, these button can be named as button no.1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively from the left to the right side, then the other remained buttons and so on. 2)The design of money inserting system The money inserting system shall be relatively important part in the design of vending machine, it involves the currency identification system, here it has no further research on how to design the currency identifier and how does the currency identifier work. In this design, its aim is mainly to realize the functions of vending machine such as amount display of totally inserted money, commodity selection, commodity delivery and returning change. So that in this design it uses 3 buttons to represent the inserted 1 Yuan, 5 Yuan and 10 Yuan, thereinto, button no.1 represents 1 Yuan, no.2 represents 5 Yuan and no.3 represents 10 Yuan respectively.
Once the vending machine started to work, if it detected the 3 pressed button, it will show the corresponding amount of inserted money, and such amount can be accumulated automatically for display. This time, the upper limit for such amount is set as 20 Yuan.
(3)The design of commodity selection system The commodity selection system is mainly operated through buttons, the buttons shall be the device for human-machine interaction, it has the inexpensive price and convenient application, and has been used widely in SCM application system already. Once the vending machine started to work with the inserted money, by pressing the commodity selection button, there will show the matching commodity name on the display, once the multi-choice button was pressed, the display will show the quantity of multi-choice behind the displayed commodity name. Figure 2 The simulation diagram of money inserting and commodity selection system (4)The design of commodity delivery system In this design, the P2.4, P2.3 and P2.2 ports of vending machine connect with the green LED light respectively, once the commodity was selected, the lighted 3 LED lights then respectively represent the commodity delivery of water, G-tea and coffee. And once the quantity of selected commodity was 2,3 or 4, the LED light then will flash in 2, 3 or 4 times respectively. (5)The design of display and changing returning system In this design, the P0 port of vending machine connects with the D0~D7 pins of LCD1602, and the P2.5, P2.6, P2.7 ports connect with the RS, R/W and E pins of LCD1602 respectively, so as to realize the display function. Once the vending machine started to work, the LCD 1602 can display the quantity and amount of inserted money, the name of selected commodity and unit price of the commodity accordingly. Figure 4 . The simulation diagram of change returning system display (6)The design of warning system In this design, the P2.0 port of vending machine connects with the red LED and a buzzer. Once the P.0 port was at low level, the LED light will shine accompanied with the sound of buzzer, so as to realize the function of warning system accordingly.
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Once the vending machine started to work, the warning system will send the buzzer sound and light the red LED upon the incorrect operation process or the amount of inserted money less than the total value of selected commodities. 
